Dryflow Jetforce Junior

Recommended traffic:
<100 uses a day

Budget priced yet high performing dryer

- Made from strong ABS, this low cost fast drying dual blade style hand dryer produces a 224 mph airflow, delivering sub 15 second dry times.
- A 2-level filter protection system ensures clean air is blown over the hands. The HEPA filter is sterilised by UV lights acting on it at regular periods.
- Has a low noise output with two motor speed settings to reduce noise levels further.
- An intelligent heating system means this unit will be mostly running at just 750W, keeping running costs minimal.
- Uses 75% less energy than conventional dryers and costs 95% less than paper towels.
- A serviceable water collection system ensures floors stay dry.
## Electrical Specifications

- **Electrical Supply Voltage**: 220-240 V
- **Electrical Supply Frequency**: 50/60 Hz
- **Expected Motor Life**: 1000 Hours
- **Dry Time Range**: 10 – 15 Seconds
- **Rated Power**: 0.75 – 1.85 kW
- **Approx. Watt-Hours per Dry**: 2.92 – 7.19 Wh
- **Heater Element Power**: 900 W
- **Operating Sound Level**: 70 – 75 dB at 1M
- **Motor Speed**: 22000 RPM
- **Air Speed**: 224 MPH
- **Operating Temperature Range**: At ambient temp (25°C) – 40°C
- **Motor Cut off Time**: 25 Seconds
- **Motor Class**: Class I
- **Materials**: ABS
- **Weight**: 7.5 kg
- **Finishes Available and Codes**: White (JJ01)
- **IP rating**: IPX1 (Protection from dripping water)
- **Cable Entry Point**: Rear, with access available from bottom

## Installation Summary

- Mounting template provided to position the drill holes correctly
- Metal plate support is screwed to the wall using 6 screws provided
- Connect power supply from fuse spur to hand dryer terminal and connect all other electrical requirements
- Hang the hand dryer onto the metal support
- Remove the water tray and use the 2 screws provided for fixing the appliance completely to the wall
- Replace the water tray back onto the hand dryer
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**Online information**
- **Lifespan Calculator**
- **Cost Calculator**
- **Product Page**
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**Product Measurements**
- **SIDE ELEVATION**: 184mm
- **FRONT ELEVATION**: 298mm
- **HEIGHT**: 697mm
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